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(COOL) FUN AT HOME :

DAY 18

UNICORN DAY!
EXPLORE
OUTSIDE

RAIN PAINTING: Today's rainy weather doesn't have to be an outside wash out -give colorful rainbow rain painting a try! This tutorial from Housing a Forest will
get you started. (Don't worry -- the kids aren't out in the rain for long!)

RHYME TIME: “I Rode a Rainbow Unicorn” is a funny poem by Kenn Nesbitt that

LEARN

is sure to bring some smiles! Read the poem to your child and then challenge
them to write their own poem or short story about unicorns! If your child is too
young to write, have them verbally tell you the story and you can write it out for
them. Don’t forget to have them draw a picture to illustrate their story!

FLASHY UNICORNS: Deep Space Sparkle has been offering some amazing

CREATIVITY
CHALLENGE

"Draw & Paint Along with Patty" Facebook Live sessions -- but our favorite one is
"Flashy Unicorn."

You and the kids will love it, too!

UNICORN HAND PUPPET: Easy Kids Crafts on YouTube has a fun (and, ahem,
easy!) paper unicorn hand puppet craft tutorial. Try it out with your kiddos!

UNICORN YOGA: Your child can channel their inner unicorn!

MOVE

yoga moves

Kids will love these

that will have them raising their horns high and hooves to the sky.

Melody of Yoga Lifestyles will lead them in magical stretches and more.

SLIME TIME

READ

UNICORN SLIME

YOU DON'T WANT A UNICORN

What kid doesn’t like slime?! It's one of

Author Ame Dyckman joined the

those things that is kind of instantly

#OperationStorytime movement

magical and seems to immediately put

by reading her story, "You Don't

everyone in a good mood (until kitchen

Want a Unicorn." Your kids will

clean-up anyway!). Here are two

giggle along as she reads --

recipes to try from My Frugal

dressed as as a unicorn.

Adventures and Kids Activities Blog.

